
Target the mental, emotional, relational, and physical aspects 
of leadership with uniquely-packaged, blended learning 
frameworks. Focusing on the individual first, learners at every 
level, across organizations of all sizes become effective, well-
rounded leaders – and people. 
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Leadership is about relationships, and learning how to lead should be too. The 
Human Dynamics Program combines a scalable, technology-enabled simulation 
with facilitated out-of-sim experiences, optimizing participant learning in a 
multidimensional context.

FULLY DIGITAL. FULLY ANALOG. FULLY HUMAN.

SAMPLE ACTIVITIES

• Simulated Day-in-the-life 
Scenarios 

• Guided Reflection 

• Mindfulness Activities 

• Experiential Learning 
Debriefings

• Goal Setting

• Comparison Framework for 
Day-in-the-life decisions vs. 
Priorities 

• Relational Impact 
Visualizations

• Wellness + Vitality Education 
and Exercises

• Roadblocks + Challenges 
Workshopping

HUMAN DYNAMICS PROGRAM
DEVELOP WHOLE LEADERS WITH A

PEER-BASED ACTIVITIESSIMULATION ACTIVITIES

Off-screen, facilitated sessions that 
create opportunities to internalize 
learning through group debriefs and 
personal reflection

Computer-based activities that incorporate 
a broad range of day-in-the-life decisions, 
blending interpersonal and business 
decisions and concepts
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BETTER LEARNING. BETTER LEADERS.  
BETTER PEOPLE. WITHIN YOUR REACH.

SCHEDULE A MEETING
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THE BENEFITS OF LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMS THAT SUPPORT HUMAN DYNAMICS

I’VE BEEN WITH THE COMPANY FOR OVER 25 YEARS AND NEVER LEARNED 
MORE IN A PROGRAM THAN I DID IN THESE 3 DAYS.

– Leader Participant in the Restaurant Industry

“

Skillful Team Development 
+ Leadership

Become an inspiration to peers  
and subordinates, helping them  
to become whole leaders in their 
own right. 

Improved Management 
of Short- and  

Long-Term Results

Easily identify what’s really 
important to contribute to 

high-level strategic goals while 
managing day-to-day activities. 

Effective Balancing of 
Personal and Business 
Priorities

Manage your own personal 
operating model to maintain healthy 
interpersonal relationships and 
deliver on mandated objectives. 

Discovery and Alignment 
to an Increased  

Sense of Purpose

Track toward your own career 
vision, as well as connect with the 

mission of your organization. 

Enhanced Collaboration 
Across the Organization

Take complex problems in stride, 
 build your own network to bring 
 the best of the organization 
 together while accomplishing the 
 most ambitious business goals.

Greater Personal  
Wellness + Resilience

Better manage stress, cultivate 
self-awareness, and leverage self-

care so you can bring your best 
self into all of your challenges and 

opportunities. 
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